Given a graph with n nodes and minimum degree , we give a polynomial time algorithm that constructs a partition of the nodes of the graph into two sets X and Y such that the sum of the minimum degrees in X and in Y is at least and the cardinalities of X and Y di er by at most ( + 1 if n 6 = (mod2)). The existence of such a partition was shown by 4].
A constructve proof of Theorem 1
We begin with the following lemma:
Lemma 2 There exist partitions (S j ; T j ) j = 1; : : : ; n such that jS j j = j, T j = V n S j , and (S j ) + (T j?1 ) . These partitions can be built in time O(n 2 m).
Proof: Consider Algorithm Partition in Figure 1 for the construction of the partitions. A sequence S 0 ; S 1 ; :::; S n of subsets of V such that jS j j = j is locally dense if for j = 1; :::; n (i) q(S j?1 ) q(S j n s) for every s 2 S j and (ii) q(S j ) q(S j?1 ft j?1 g) where t j?1 has minimum degree in the subgraph induced by V n S j . The algorithm constructs a locally dense sequence recursively. Initially it sets S 1 to a minimum degree node in G. At each step it tests whether the current partial sequence S 0 ; :::; S j satis es (i), given that S 0 ; :::; S j?1 has this property. This is done by verifying that the deletion of a node with minimum degree in the subgraph induced by S j doesn't give a more dense set than S j?1 . If this condition is violated then a new denser set of size j ? 1 is formed and the algorithm must now check (i) for S 0 ; ::; S j?1 . If the condition is veri ed then S j+1 is formed by adding a node with minimum degree in the subgraph induced by V n S j to S j . Note that the \if" statement in
Step 2 does not hold for any j 2 since q(S 2 n s 2 ) = 0.
The algorithm also maintains (ii) since if S j is formed from S j?1 by joining t j?1 to it, the relation holds with equality, while in later steps the density of S j will not decrease. Thus, the partitions (S j ; T j ) which we generate are locally dense, satisfying: q(S j n s j ) q(S j?1 ) q(S j?1 ft j?1 g) q(S j ):
These imply q(S j ) ? (s j ; S j ) q(S j?1 )
(1) q(S j?1 ) + (t j?1 ; S j? 1 ) q(S j )
By (1) and (2) Finally, with Equation (3) ? (T j?1 ) (t j?1 ; S j?1 ) (s j ; S j ) = (S j ):
The running time of the algorithm is determined by the fact that every time j is decreased, the density q(S j ) is increased by at least one. Clearly this can happen a total of at most Partition begin
Step 1 S 0 := ;. We now claim that our assumption that the theorem is false implies that for 0 i b 2 c (X i ) + (Y i ) < ; (4) and for 0 i b 2 c ? + 1
To see the correctness of Equation (4) We consider two cases: We comment that the running time can be stated as O( nm) instead of O(n 2 m), since we need only generate the partitions (S j ; T j ) is the required range.
Sheehan in his proof uses sets X j that have a maximum number of edges within them among all sets of the same cardinality (dense sets). It can be shown that an alternative construction can be obtained where the sets are chosen to minimize the number of edges between the sets of the partition.
Theorem 4 Let G be a connected graph, 2 n?2. Then there exists a partition (X; Y ) of V such that j jY j ? jXj j ? 2, (X) + (Y ) , where = if n = (mod 2) and = + 1 if n 6 = (mod 2). Proof: First, we claim that Algorithm 1 can be modi ed so as to insure that (S j ) 1 for all j 2. To see this, simply check whenever a set S j is modi ed, whether this condition holds. If not then a node s of degree zero in S j can be replaced by a node t 2 T j with (t; S n fsg) 1 without decreasing the density of S j . The existence of t follows from the connectivity assumption. Next, we continue as in the proof of Theorem 1. We claim that for some i, the sets X = S i and Y = T i from the modi ed Partition Algorithm satisfy the requirements of the theorem. Assume by way of contradiction, that this is not true, and consider the partitions given by the modi ed algorithm.
Denote X i = S d n 2 e+i and Y i = V n X i = T d n 2 e+i . Let = 1 if is even and = 0 if is odd.
We now claim that our assumption that the theorem is false implies that for 0 i b 2 c ? 1
and for 0 i b 2 c ?
(
To see the correctness of Equation (7) We now prove the theorem for the cases in which (10) is not satis ed. When n is odd, this only excludes the case = n ? 1 for which the theorem doesn't apply. We assume that n is even and consider therefore two cases: Suppose that is even, then (10) excludes the case = n?2. In this case, the complement graph G contains a set of node-disjoint edges. Also, = n ? 2. We can form a partition (X; Y ) satisfying the claim by selecting from each edge of G one node to each part, and completing the partition by assigning the other nodes arbitrarily. This way we get that each set induces a complete subgraph and the (X) + (Y ) = (jXj ? 1) + (jY j ? 1) = n ? 2 = . Suppose that is odd, then (10) excludes the case = n ? 3. In this case, ( G) 2. We form the partition by selecting from each cycle fi 1 ; : : : ; i k ; i 1 g of G the nodes in odd places to X and the rest to Y . We do the same for paths of G and complete the partition by assigning isolated nodes of G arbitrarily. We obtain that X is again a complete subgraph, while Y is a complete subgraph only if G has no odd cycles. If it has odd cycles then (Y ) = jY j ? 2. In any case, (X) + (Y ) n ? 3 = as claimed.
Note that the case of = 1 for a connected graph is trivial. For any 2 k n ? 2 we can partition the nodes of the graph into X and Y such that jXj = k and the induced subgraph on X is connected. Therefore, (X) 1 and so (X) + (Y ) 1 = .
Concluding remarks
The following theorem is weaker than Sheehan's theorem 1 in the bound obtained for the degrees. However, it considers the case in which the nodes are partitioned into equal-sized sets (or the sizes di er by one, if n is odd).
Theorem 5 Given a graph G on n nodes of minimum degree , the nodes of the graph can be partitioned into two sets S and T such that jSj = d n 2 e, jTj = b n 2 c, and (S)+ (T) ?1.
Furthermore, such a partition can be found in polynomial time.
Proof: Consider the minimum graph bisection problem: Partition the nodes of the graph into two equal-sized sets S and T such that the number of edges in the cut (S; T) is as small as possible. While this problem is NP-hard, one can nd solutions satisfying a local optimality property in polynomial time. The local optimality criteria states that there do not exist nodes s 2 S and t 2 T such that swapping s and t yields a smaller cut. This implies that for any two nodes s 2 S and t 2 T (s; S) + (t; T) (s; T) + (t; S) ? 2:
The left side of the inequality is the number of edges added to the cut if s and t are swapped. The right hand side counts the number of edges that are no longer in the cut if a swap is performed, assuming an edge between s and t exists. If the edge (s; t) does not exist we obtain a stronger inequality. We show that S and T that satisfy the local optimality condition also satisfy the theorem. From the local optimality we get: We comment that this bound is tight for some graphs, such as K 3;3 . If there does not exist an edge between a node of minimum degree in S and a node of minimum degree in T of the proof, then a stronger result is obtained. However, it is not clear how to nd a locally optimal partition with such a property, if it exists.
In 3] Maurer considers the problem of partitioning the nodes of a graph into X and Y of cardinalities k and n ? k respectively such that (X) 1 and (Y ) 1 (1 < k < n ? 1). He shows that if (G) 2 and G is connected, this is always possible. Otherwise ( (G) = 1), the decision problem is NP-complete. Here, we consider the problem of partitioning the nodes of a graph into X and Y such that j jXj ? jY j j is bounded and (X) 2 and (Y ) 2. It is not hard to see that if (G) = 3 it is NP-complete to decide if a partition exists, in which the cardinalities of the sets X and Y di er by at most one. Sheehan 6] gives conditions for the existence of a partition in which (X), (Y ) 2 but there is no restriction on the cardinalities of X and Y . We observe the following: Proof: consider a graph in which there are no cycles of length k or less. Such a graph can always be found (with any (G) d). If a partition as above exists, then the subgraph induced by X must contain a cycle of length k or less, since it is a graph on k nodes, with (X) 2.
In fact there exist graphs with (G) d that there are no cycles of length log d n, and so they cannot be partitioned into sets of size k and n ? k for k log d n.
We conclude the discussion on partitions into sets of minimum degree two with the following conjecture:
Conjecture 7 For any graph G such that (G) 4 there exists a partition (X; Y ) of V such that: For completeness we quote the following theorem by Lov asz 2] about partitions relating to the maximum degree in a graph. The result is stronger than its counterpart discussed above and its proof is simpler.
Let (X) be the greatest vertex degree in the graph induced by X V .
Theorem 8 Lov asz] For every k 2 f0; : : : ; ng there exists a partition (X k ; Y k ) of V such that jX k j = k and (X k ) + (Y k ) (V ):
